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ZIONISM TODAY
An analysis of the proceedings of the nineteenth Zionist World
Congrws heId in Lucerne, Switzerland, August 20-27, 1936, and
a review of present conditions in Palestine.

By PAUL NOVICK

Tthe

I

lH[E head of the politid department of the Zionist
Executive Committee in Jerusalem and the actual l d t r
of
Zionist World organization, David BenGurion,
stated in his report for the executive committee at the 19th
Zionist Congress in Luzefne:
"The year 1933 will assume a distinctive place in
our history, similar to 1897 and 1917. In this year
took pIxe fundamental changes in the position of the
Jewish people. Their existence in the Diaspora was
definitely endangered." (Krngressst?iturtg, oflick1
stenographic organ of the Zionist Congress, No. 3,
P-4.1
Zionism has entered its third epoch. 1897-1917-1933.
Zionism has staked its cards on the endangered existence
of the Jews in the "Diaspa," that is the existence of Jews
in all laads other than Palestine.
This view is not entirely new. Since 1897 Zionism
has thrived on persecution in the "Dhpora!' Its growth

was retarded whenever the Jewish masses fought for improvement in their respective countries. In the "epoch"
of 1897 (Herd Zionism) when Zionism b a d its major
activities on the six million Jews of old Russia, land of
revolutionary ferment, the movement made comparatively

..

We headway. The expected "exodus" to Palestine did
not materialize. Zionism was still less successful in the 1917
epoch (Balfour DecSaration) when the magnitude of the
Wbu m o l u h n gave impetus to a revolutionary u p
mgc not only thmughwt Europe but the entire world.
Ttrt Jews of Rush, Poland and other countries thought
fit& Of
to
&tn
thm &rouPg tnthusiastic far the Wmr & d a d o n (an enthudam often
nnifidslly shhmd) Rinecd no desire to ga The era
b e e n 1917 and,
i d w i v e (with thc amption of
one year,
dw relatively small migration to

Palestine,
I

;

1

fw,

HOW&? dim the Great Crash and its prolonged
world-wide c a p b h t depression, its economic extermination
and
pti&Iy
since the advent of Hitltrism
ip -y,
the qmh of "upbuilding" and "prosperity,"
the third epoch of Zionism began.
One d the delegatat of thc semi-fascist Judenstaat Party,
which is strongly opposed to the Histadruth (Palestine
E m h labar movrmentq as w d as Pde-Zion from various
countries), engineer Strueker characterized this epoch as
f o h : "It was said here," he stated from the platform of
the Lucerne Congress, "that history will have something
to say about the role of Zionism undct. the rrrlc of the
pesrng exec&ic committee." (That is, different from what
delcgatcs of the Judenstaat Party were saying.) "But there
it will read: 'Under the rule of A d 4 Hider' . . .
Hitlcr was- quite o h mentioned at the 19th Zionist
Gmgrcss, although v q seldom attacked. The Judenstaat
delegates on two occasions shouted derisively in thc dixection of the Histadruth delegates: "Heil Hider? The Histadruth delegates answered in kind, shouting towards tbt
Judenstaat people: "Schusmig agents" (&,
agtnts
of ItalsAustrian fascism). This is the' manner in which
W wings voiced their sentiments in the epoch of 1933,
JP

,

The "lefty' delegate, h e n i , from the benches of the
Histadruth, p i d y d d m d :
"We have nothing to be ashamed of the fact
that we used the persecutian of the Jews in Germany
for the upbuilding of Palestine. That is how our
sages and l d e r s of old have taught us
,to make
use of the catastrophes of the Jewish pophtim in

..

the Diaspra for upbuilding." (Kongressssifung NO.
5, p. 9.)

We heard simiIar views from the 'Wational Poet," H. N.
Bialik, a long time More. "NtIexism,in the last analysis,
is a blessing for our people," he stated in an interview
printed in the New York Jewish Mwnikg lomd of
k m b e r 3, 1933. The Histadruth delegatq h n i , (from
the "extreme left" Hashomer Hatzogir) expressed it with
more subtility: "the sages of old told us to build on
a¶
carastrophes
The catastrophes brought some results. Still, there wasn't
--and there couldn't h
y real joy, the joy of victors
and builders.
Before the congress convened one of the m t m h of
,,the Zionist WorM Executive, Isaac Greenbaum, in an
article in the Warsaw Zionist daily H&t, entitled "'Tmgk
ConfIicfi," had s o d i n g ominous to say about the sick
economy of the Zionist Yishrrb (settlement) of Palatine.

. ..
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The owners of orange g~oves," Greenbaurn
In England
prices of oranges have fallen -use
the market is
choked with the fruit. The coming season will be still
worse. There will be more fruit. And because of the
terrific H a m ~ ~ w(heat
e
waves from the desert)
which occurred last spring, there will be too many
oranges of the kind that cannot be sold in England.
The downgrade of the price index of this year has
already made itself felt in the orange trade. New
groves are not developed. As a result, fewer workers
are required, fewer pipes and other articles used.
There is an upset in the economic life of the country
states, "find themselves in a quandry.

1

which may lead to a misis-thmgh the nituatian can
k I d i d , However, either way the orange industry may develop the economic life of the Iand is
frought with bazards that can be avoided only by
( H d ~ No.
t
178.)
selling to Germany!'
But here Greenhum sea more btagic conflictr. Pales-

tine is made dependable on Nazi trade.
"Betwett the interests of Eres I s ~ a ~ t the
DiaFpom," Greenbaum continues, "a* abyss begins to
y a w . The development of Erez Israel imposes sacrifices on the Jews in the Dkpora, the m t from
certain sections of the communities in the Diaspora,
mtually the reliltquishment of their struggle fw
rights. This must lead to capitulation. It may result
in democalkation and bring judgment to an unpraedented degree." (My emphasis.)

Judgment upon whom? Undoubtedly, Grmnbau is
d of what will happen to Zionism when the Jewish
masses in the countries where t h y live realize that the
inbtrcgts of Zionism rrcn coundcr to theirs. Mr. Greenbawn's article emphasized codiaing interests which becorn ever sharper in the "third epoch" of Zionism when
a number of its leaders openly depend on Jewish p e m c ~ tions for its growth.
Mr. Grecnbaum (who, be it remembered, is a member
of the World Zionist Executive Committee) has a p r d ,
the attitude of the Palestine Ykhub which is fearful of the
policia of the Zionist leadership, fearful of entanglements
with Nazism, as it is fearful of the entanglements with
British Imprialism. "An abyss begins to yawn."

f
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There was B a t l a n d (quack synagogue "phirosophf)

in the opening speech of the president (now the honorary
president) of the Zionist organizationI Nahum Sokolov.
B a b u t h with a purpose.
6

Here assembled the congress of an organization pretending to represent the Jewish nation, no less. But h e
keynote speech of its president fails even remotely to echo
the cry of the Jewish masses against their mediwd
persecutors-Hitler, M n g , Gaebbels, Streichcr ! T h e
Executive Committee could have (if it willed) inserted into
Sokolov's speech a protest and condemnation against
Nazism. It chose, however, to hide behind the B a t l a n d
of a Sokolov. His tedious excursion into history, his philosophizing about the situation of the Jewsthroughout "all
times" merely served to take the place of a definite statement on 'the tragic position of the Jews in capitalist countries, particularly in Germany. His talk of "eternal sufferings" only served as a "philosophical" cloak in place of the
stark realism necessary to face &the problem of the German
Jews.

T h w who remembered SokoIov's speeches at previous
congresses, his attacks on the Soviet Union, no doubt found
it difKcuIt to restrain a smile as they listened to his statements-the Zionist organization "does not intend to take
any position in international political dairs, or to criticize
the internal affairs of a given country."
"It is gcnerally &&cult to orientate oneself in this respect beause
European politics is changing its alignments with such
g tempo." (Ko~gresszcbtungNo. 2, p. 2.)
At the 18th Zionist Congress in Prague, Sokolov was
Srorming against the ''destruction of the Hebrew language"
Soviet Union, and against the "attacks on the
Jewish religion." That time Sokolov displayed an abundance of courage. "Wecannot permit," he shouted, "the
Russian Jewry, the courageous and deserving Russian
Jewry, to be struck from the book of the living, nationally
and culturally, without any moral consequences." (Koa$rcss~citz~ng
of Prague No.4, p. 1.) Obviously, the Hebrew
language and Jewish religion (that is, if matters were

. ..

-c5="r

..-

exactly as pomaytd by SokoIov) are more im-t
to the
Zionist ladm than thc Jewish masrsts themsclva who
arc now being exterminated in Germany and 0 t h capitalist countries.
Note the Werencc in approach. In Prague, the subject was an enemy government--the Soviet govtmment.
Hence unequivocal denunciation. In Lucerne, when Germany was under dimsion, Sokolov evinced amazing
mildness.
In his opening speech he said:

"We ean do nothing against the pitiless higher
force, but we preserve our consciousness of the injustice that is being committed against us."

That was all the "criticism" uttered by a professed
leader of the "Jewish People" against a medieval bloody
inquisition, the sadistic Nazi regime which exterminates
and heaps daily humiliations upon German Jews.
Sokolov made the i n n m u s statement in the name of
the Executive C o m m i t t e ~statement no doubt cafefully
weighed.
However, despite this inane comment, the tragic conflicts Mr. Greenbaum mentioned prior to convening, cropped out in all thek strength after dclifxrations began.
They were felt again, when the wander agreemnt with
Germany came up. During these deliherations and discussions the inevitable inner contradictions of Zionism
came into pIay. The Lucerne Congress represented a picture of internal crisis and decay exactly as did the former
congmses. The fact that the revisionists seceded More
thc congas took place and convened by themselves under
the wings of Austrian fascism in Vienna, merely ohmred
some of the cxtmul evidence of that decay. W e did not
witness the & g r a d scandaIs and free-for-all fights that
took place two years More, in Prague. T h e Lucerne Conpas had nothing on the agenda similar to the murder of
8
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Dr. Ch. Arlosofof3 which deadlocked the Prague Congms
(a murder which was not evcn mentioned in Lucerne
although the earlier congress appointed an investigating
However, though irritating questions were
quashed, the inner codicts of Zionism could not be cond e d , as is patent by the charges the two wings hurled
at tach other,
One of the leaders of Zionism, the "socialist" Berl
hker, head of the organization department of the Zionist
Executive, openly stated: 'We arc witnessing a crisis in
the Zionist move men^" He spoke lightly of "November
Zionism, Declaration Zionism, Prosperity Zionism." (Congress~klttgNa 7, p. 9.) The "general" Zionist, Dr. I.
Schwartzbord, (the congress had several "general" factions) declared in his speech: 'Y'he Zionist movement is
apcriencing a swere crisis. The larger number of schkolim
(membership c&m)
is a suggtstive force$ the axmetic factor in the movement." This cosmetic e h t ,
according to Dr. Schwartzbord, cannot hide the "highest
degree of partisan friction and partisan hatred" within the
Zionist movement so full of "unrest and anarchy.'' (KO*
gtcssxn'tmg Na 5, p. 7.)
All the t& of prosperity and unity, or the declamation
of the representative of a £action named 'World Unity,"
Rabbi Goldblum, that thtre is "Onc Tor&, One h d ,
One Zionist Organization,'' could not conceal the inner
struggles of Zionism, nor the exaggerations in the @rcs of
the sale of "Schkolim."
The delegates at the Lucerne congress were split into
the following number of factions: Misrahi (60 delegates),
Paole-Zion Histadruth (199), JudenstaatParty (a), General
Zionists (31), World Union of G m d Zionists (47),
Unired Genera1 Zionists (45). There werc a h 65 delegates scattered among a number of other factions, while
each faction had divisions within its own ranks. A strong
committee).

left-wing in the Histadruth agitated against tht Nazi
d c r agrclemcnt and against the deal with the religious
Zionists of the Misrahi. (Altogether &ere were 455 delegates.>

As to the "cosmetics"-the figures of the sale of schk*

lim--the situation was as follows:
The oficial sales figures listed according to countries,
shows that in 1934, 239,197 schkoh were sold (
3
6
min
the United States). That was a "regular" yeat without
congress elections. Onc may assume that these quotations
are closer to the truth of the actual strength of World
Zionism, alhough the sheckel entails few if any responsibilitiw, the 2
3
9
m buyers of schkolim representing
beterogenous groups.
In 1935 the Zionists sold 975,929 schkolim. The figures
tell the story of the heated election campaign conducted
by the various factions and parties and the extent to which
peddling with schkolim was conducted. But it seems these
"cosmetics" of the artificially enhanced schkolim sale during the congress year of 1935 failed to sufficientIy satisfy
Zionist propagandists. So they added the sums for bc&
years, producing an impressive total and boasting about
a million and a quarter schkolim. Thus they seek
to m a t e the impression of a million and a quarter sales
of schkolim annually to regular supporters.
This is in h e with the intensified propaganda outlined by the Zionist leadership at a conference of thc
Kcren H a y e d (Foundation Fund) prior to the opening of the Lucerne congress. There it decided to enlarge
and strengthen the propaganda apparatus although a large
proportion of the propaganda funds had already been
expended on the machine. In this connection it is important ro note that in the United States, 34,000 Pounds
(about $170,000) were collected for the Keren Hayesod during 1934, Of this amount, according to the Kongrcsszcitung
10
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No. 2, p. 6, 16,000 Pounds were l i s ~ ~asd expcnscsI Only
18,W P o u n k u r of 34,000-reached the main ofice in
Jerusalem, where in turn a large percentage was again
spent on the apparatus.
The schkolim and election 4twsmetim" were indeed
thickly laid. Luceme and Vienna (Rcvisionist Congress)
competed with each other for a bigger showing of "votes."
Whereas, at the Congress in Prague the entire Zionist
movement, ittclding the Rcuisionh, couId show only
800,000 schkolim for the two years previous to the congress, the Revisionists themselves, at their congress in
Vienna, produced a total of not less than threequarters
of a million votes cast for them in the short period More
the congress mnvened .. . (The Lucerne congress cIaimed
a total of 700,000 votes.)
This juggling of votes and of schkolim, is again characteristic of the I933 epoch of the Zionist movement.

I I

1'
,

Wilhhtrasse and Downing Sheet were not the ody
of importance which -mcupied the attention of
the delegates in Lucerne, There was another great street
-Nalewki (main Jewish business streer of Warsaw).
One of the speakers, delegate I. Fishman of New York,
reminded the congress that Dr. Chaim Weizman (now the
president of the Zionist organization) was once attacked
for stating that Nalewki and other such streets of the business secion of Warsaw were king transferred to Palestine.
"At that time," the speaker went on to say, "Weizman
was condcmcd as the enemy of everything these streets
represent. Today his words of warning have the endorsement of us all. And I say that we do not want in Erez
Israel not only the Nalewki but the Kurfuexsrendamm and
Broadway as well." (Kongrc~sxn'tungNo, 7, p. 2.)
avenues

This was strong language. One
the sentiments expressed by Mr.F

can readily appreciate

h and other dele-

1

gates concerning Nalewki or Broadway. However, a move-

mcnt which builds on persecution and catastrophes, could
reap nothing better than Nalewki.
Nay, according to a recent statement by Weizman,
conditions in Palestine must be much worse than on
Nalewki.
About a month prior to the congress Weizman deplored the changes in the economy of Palestine. Years
ago, he stated, we commenced with the usual form of
agriculture, the production of grain. Then, we decided to
go in for vineyards. We secured the best machinery from
France. We spent enormous amounts of money (collected
in the "Diaspora"). Subsequently, we decided wine was
"no good." We began the production of almonds. Almonds!-was the cry of the YisAsrb. But it soon appeared that almonds are "no good," either. We started to
plant oranges. Oranges ! Orange groves! Prosperity! There
is nothing better than orange groves! Until we r e M
quite recently that oranges abo are "no good." And so
we went in for migrushim, lots, real estate! Orange trees
which were secured and developed with such terrific expense are being uprooted, orange groves are parcelled out
and sold at speculative prices on the real estate market.
That k what the Zionist economy has accomplished in
its third e p h ! No wonder Weizman is sounding the
alarm. No wonder Zionist writers are openly speaking of
"National and Economic Bankruptcy." (Rachel Feigenberg, in the Chicago Courjcr of September 19, 1935; J. L.
Wollman in the Toronto Jewish lotlrnal of August 25,
'

1935.)

Which leads us to the central question-sail, land.
Zionism is paying dearly for its consistent denial that
such a question (pointed out by its opponents) exists.
12
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Zionism never wanted to acknowledge the fact that t k
is no frcc lasd in Pdcsbinc. By miskading its folIowing,
by appealing to chauvinism and patriotism Zionism sought
to disregard the obvious. Once in two years, however, in
m m m h g up its activities from the congms platform, it is
forced to face this question.
Enthusiastic nationalists who art misled by the metaphysics and emotionalism of Zionist propaganda must have
been shdced to hear what the head of the Kcren Kayemeth (National Fmd) M.Ussischkin, had to say. Ussischkin
stated:

"The problem of Ere2 Israel is solely and exclusively a question of l a d . I emphasize : solely and
exclusively, When we will have land we will Irave
everything that comes with it. Of this there can be
no doubt. When we are without land nothing can
save our reconstruction." (Kongressa&tteng No. 5,

t

P. 1.1
Ussischkin asserted that in the two years which elapsed
between the 18th and the 19th congress, only 36,000 d u r n
(9,000 acres) of land were secured by the National
Fund. The entire land possession of the National Fund,
secured during many decades for many m i b s of dollars
amounts to 3M1000 m e ~ cdunan, about 170,000 acres.
(According to Graphic Facts issued by the United Palatine
Appeal, New York, the Jewish National Fund collected
1 1$
Z
O
O
,M
m
, between the years of 1901-1935.)
"My attitude is not an optimistic one," Ussischkin emphasized. 'Today, it is more pessimistic than two years
I

. ago."

Again he pointed to the Jewish population figures of
Palestine which in two years has grown about 11-12% h
proportion to the general population, while tbe land fund
grew
and a half percent (Erom 5% of the genera1
area to 6% %).

Tht resolution on land adopted by tht congress states

. ..

that "the Iandlessness of the Jewish people
is the basic
source of Jewish tragedy, The return of the Jewish people
to Erez Israel is essentialIp a return to land." But there
is no land. All speakers emphasized the fact that it is
becoming ever more difficult to secure it, and that specu-

lative prices must be paid for every inch of ground.
A correspondent of the Jewish Telegraphic Agency,
hi. A. Tanenblatt, (a Zionist) reports that as much as
20 Pounds per dunam of land-r
80 Pounds (1;400)
per acre-was paid during the year preceding the congress. (Clcvcland Zionist daily !cw>R World, August 23,
1935.) The same correspondent of that paper stated (July
25) that it was becoming "dificblid or almost imposiiblc"
to extend the rural sections of the Yirk~b."Every day the
sccsm'ng of land is getding more difi'cdt a~tdmore rare."
. . . "It is not for nothing that M. Smi1ansb (one of the
ofdtst colonists in Palestine, a rich farmer) keeps lam&k g : T h e is no Zmd. Without land, without the pos~ibiiitiesof h y i n g l a d , a nation cunaot grow."
The most outstanding Zionist authority on coIonization,
Dr. Arthur Rupin, in his extensive report More the congress emphasized that at tea# a dhird of the Jewish population in Palestine shodd have gone into agriculture. But
in 1931, when the recent msus was taken, only 15% were
thus engaged. Now, Dr. Rupin admitted, the percentage
is still lowerI adding: 'The buying of land in Palestine is
becoming increasingly di&cult and when the soil is sold on
h e market exorbitant prices are asked €or it." ( K o n g ~ s s zdtung No. 4, p. 3.)
But Dr. Rupin was rather vague. At one of %e??
sessions of the congress the oflticial rapportcur of the colonization committee, Mr. Schkolnick, stated that ody
t~(~cIvt
(12) pcrcent of the Jewish population in Palestine
is engaged in agricuhurt, Yet, all signs indicate that
14
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this estimate is 'too liberal. There is

serious doubt
10% of the Yiskrrb is working on the land.
'Zionist opponents place the number between 6% and
8%. Anyone who wishes to get a real picture of Zionism
or Palestine must discount . Zionist k e s whether they
concern dcolim, votes, or agriculture in Pdestine.
Let us, however, take some more of Dr.Rupin's figures.
In my book, "Palestine, the Arabs, the Z o n d Movemmt" (Yiddish), published in 1932, 1 reprinted a report
submitted by the Zionist organization in 1930 showing that
thm was a population of 7,556 souls in all "national"
colonies. (Rvutzot, Moshavat, etc.) Now, according to Dr.
Rupin, the population in these colonies is 11,000 . . Together with thc colonies still maintained by the Keren
Hayesod-18,000. This is the increase "national" colonization can boast of during a period when the Jewish population of Palestine nearly trebled!
FZty-iive years of Zionist activity. Many scores of millions spent. The result: l1,WO souls, 18,000 souls in all
"nariod" colonies, "including the cantor, the shochet, and
the mhel," as Jabotinsky put it at the 16th Zionist Congress in Zurich which I had occasion to attend.
la it any wonder that even Zionists speak of catastrophe
when they touch upon this subject? "Erez Israel Before an Economic Catastrophe," screams the h c a d h of
tht aforementioned letter from the Palesticomapondent of the Jewish Zionist press in the United Statcs
and Poland, J. L W o I b .
"The number of Jewish workers in the colonies today
is not larger than it was six years ago," stated the leader
of the Histadruth, Mereminsky, at the congress of the
Kcren H a y a d . (Kongrcsszcitwzg No. 1, p. 6.) His colleague, Shprintzak, supported him : 'Despite advances

even

.whtther

.

no national coloniz&*on Rar tatm place!'

. . . 'Tens of

thousands of haluaim are becoming wagmarntrs." (Kongrcsszcitrmg No. 5, p. 5.) And their mutual colleague,
Hartzfeld, went stiu further: "You know that lately the
co1onics were almost entirely emptied of agricu1d workers." * "For years we have been asking that the worker
in the colony be given a room, a house, a roof undu which
to place his bed, yet we wtre unable to obtain this minimum." (Kongressxcittung No. 5, p. 10.) And another
Histadruth delegate, Chasan, srated: "Thc Jewish city has
grown but not so the Jewish village." . . 'We must concentrate our efforts today in safeguarding the National
Home from the fate of another Diaspora." (Kongrcsszecibrmg No. 6, p. 1.)
At the Lucerne congress, there were widespread charges
that colonization had been arrested and people were fleejng from the colonies. The unheaIthy "bmml*in the cities,
the speculation, the chaos of the Naltwki had attracted
many who were without a roof over heir heads in the
colonies. Bec:ause of the lack of land only an insignificant
number of the tens of thousands of the new immigrants
could replace those who migrated to the cities. Dr. L.
Piner, of the "World Union" faction stated at the congress
that a middle-class family require8 between one thousand
and twelve hundred pounds (~5,000-$6,W)to settIe, cxcl#sive of the cost of the land.
And land is precious. Land is difficult to obtain.
It is true that the British administration, because of its
own machinations, is blocking the way towards the utilization of the desert and swamp lands. But it must be rememkred that the imperialist administrators nrt committed to fhis policy because England will not give up
its dualist game, its playing of Zionism against the Arabs,
tactics Weizman decried so bitterly at the congress. Moreover, even if the British administration could favor Zionism
in relation to thc land question as it is doing in other

..
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matters, the problem wouId rcmain unsa1vcd since even
desert and swamp lands arc not abundant and reclamation
taka years of &ore and expenditure of huge sums of
money. Thc Hula concession, much ballyhooed by Zionist
propaganda, will not be ready for colonization (according
to Ussischkin's statement at thc congress) before SCVCR
m n'gAt years. (Kongrcssxcitmg No. 5, p. 2)
Immigrants coming to Pdestine with the d e s k to
engage in productive work cannot always be condemned
for reverring to the old Ndewki businesses. Out of the
25,W Gwman Jewish immigranrs since the two and a
half years of Hider's rule, only 2,000 (according to the
oficial report of Mr. L. Jaffe) settled on land And even
this claim must be taken with some reswvc, together with
the alleged numbers of German refugees alternately placed
between 25,000 and 30,000. (See page 37.)
*Zionism entered Jewish Me with the avowed intention
to straighten the "eternal Jewish hunchback" and eliminate
,Ithe "Menachem Mender" h tbe Jewish horizon. The
middle-man, the agent and luftmench, they promised,
would k productivized. Yet the following result b e h
alt their good intentions.
Oficially, 12 percent of the population engage in agriculture, 88% live in the citits, (Tel-Aviv absorbing
almost half of the entire Y i s h ~ b ) .Orange groves are uprooted to make room for real estate speculation. Jewish
workers flee the colonies where they ace unable to secure
adequate shelter. In the cities, according to Dr. Rupin
(see also New Palestine, Septembt 13, 1935) 9pOO Jews
including women and children depend upon industry and
h a n d i d for a livelihood. In addition, 14,000 without
families were engaged in the building trades. Add
to this total of 64,000 the 42,000 living on agriculture
- 1 (12% of 39,W) and the grand total of 104,000 is reached.
The baIance of 244,lMO (over tw*thirds of the Yishrrb)

I

:
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consists of professionals, middle-men, officials, luftmuid e n , Menahem Mendcls, speculators.

4.
At me conference of the Keren H a y e d , delegate
Dr. Zamomky asked: For how many years will the Jews
of Palestine be able to export 15,000,000 Pounds ($75,W,000) annually 7
The representative of the opposition (Judenstaat Party)
touched upon a question which the leaders of Zionism
were careful to omit-the export-import of PaIeslina
Since the beginning of the capitalist crisis and the upsurge of Zionist immigration, the export-import of Pdestine shaped itself in the following manner:
year
~xport
Import F
1929 ..........................................
~ 1 , 7 , 1,167,000
1930
2,078,000
6,985,000
1933
. . 2,592,000
11,1Z2,000
1934 ............................................ 3,218,000
15,133,000
I
Whereas, in 1929 the export exceeded the import, leaving an active balance of abut a,000 Pounds, the situation afterwards was sharply reversed. Zionist "upbuilding"
kept boosting the import figures with dizzying tempo until
in 1934 there was a deficit of nearly 12,000,000 Pounds,

w,~,mr

At the congress, it was predicted that 1935 would witness imporb into Palestine close to 100,000,000 dollars,
leaving the export proportionately the same. Anybody
even superficially acquainted with economics can readily
appreciate what this means.
It emphasizes the precarious situation of Palestinian
economv.

1

they raw matdab, machintry and tools? An aaswcr to
this question is essential because of tbe contention that a
colony in the prows of upbuilding "must" have an adverse e m - i m p balance.
report of the Palestine Economic CorporaTbe
tion for the calendar ytar of 1934 (p. 10) stam that out
'of 15,000,000 Pounds spent during that year on imported
d e s , only 1,076,894 Pounds went for "raw materials and
arricleg mainly unmandactured." Against that, 9,1@,281
,Pounds were spent for "articles wholly or mainly manu~faceured." For the importation of b d , nearly 3,000,000
!Pounds were spent (2$4)2,093). For umixcllanmus and
hclassified" articles over 2,000,000 Pounds. Therefore
I the deficit of ~,000,000during 1934 was due to the
rcountry's lack of resources. PaIcshe was forced to
I
buy much of its food as w d as other nccessidiicr from
&reign lands. The money derived from private sourca and
;from coIlections was returned to the "Diaspora"
Delegates to the Zionist Gngress lamented the fact
b a r in Palcsdnc no permanent vdtm me bn'ftg created.
JExpenditures were not earned in the country. The figures
I ~ u o t e dsubstantiate this statement quite clearly.
._Mow long can such "economy" last?
It =me to pass that the organ of rhe most ultra-Zionistic
faction of Zionism, the Tel-Aviv daily Dausr, published
by the Histadruth, was forced to state (August, 1935):

I

I
I
I
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"What is the h i s for the prosperity of Erez
Israel? The secret of this "prosperity" is known to
everyone--the influx of capita1 whose ample sums
cover the adverse export-import bdance. With
these sums of money the Yishub does not build a
sound economic foundation for future economic equilibrium, The main items of the imports are foodstuffs. The statistics for the import of machinery and
h tools look quite dreary. There hangs over the Yishub
the constant danger of bankruptcy."
I
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The economic atmosphere had become so strained, that

I
I
I

-

some capitalists, even prior to the crisis, found it uncomfortabk

In general, the Palestinian exploiters have little to cornplain about. For them prosperity in Palestine WN a reality.
But this prosperity had little or no &a on the workers.
We have seen how the leader of the Histadruth, Harafeld,
complained that the worker in the colony could not afford
a roof over his head. We have it on the authority of Mr.
A. Revusky who, in his book Iews in Palesdine, states
(p. 246) that in the "prosperity" year of 1932 only 18 %
of the Tel-Aviv workers earned $2 a day and over, while
47% earned between $1.9 and $2, the balance earning
between $1 and $1.50 (30% '0) or even less than $1 daily
(5% '0). The Palestine Economic Corporatian reports that.
speculation which centered mainly in real estate, in
"lots'and apartments, compelled the worker who wanted
a decent home to pay as much as 50% of his earnings for
rat-which supplies the reason why must Jewish workers
in Palestine Iive in barracks or in old slummy houses. T h e
real estate boom was a disaster to the toiling masses
while the speculators reaped high profits.
But the era of such *prosperity" was bound to come*
an end. Some of the speculators s e n d this end in due
time. The- above mentioned correspondent of thc Jewish
Ttlepphic Agency, Mr. TannenbIat, states in his article:
"British Jews already are leaving for England,
taking with them both their investments and their
profits. The British Jew does not want to bank indefinitely on speculation. He no longer sees the possibiIity for safe and sound investments."

Quite possibly the British Jews in qwtion had already
foreseen the Ethiopian War. We shall come to -this latcr.
But it must look pretty bad for thc "economy" of the

t - ~Yi~hrnb
when t h d J e ~ sace no porsibiliby
I

I

I
I

I I

for "safe a d

.,sound"invatments.
The war in Ethiopia was not the main mason for thc
crash of the Palestine "prosperity." The sad plight of the
orange industry (already mentioned), the unhealthy real
estate boom in and nmr Tel-Aviv, as well as tbe dumping
of German goods, were bound to lead to disaster. Shortly
after the Congress in Lucerne wound up its affairs, the cry:
"work! breadl" was heard in Tel-Aviv and other places.
.According to a statement in the New York Day of January
10, 1936, unemployment in Tel-Aviv at the end of 1935
had already risen to "approximately three thousand." Since
the Jewish population throughout Palestine including
women and children who make their living from industry,
handicraft and cunstruction number 64,000 (see page 17)
one can readily see that a wnsiderab1e proportion of the
proletariat was represented among the unemployed in Tel'Aviv alone. Thae unemployed are nor receiving any rcliif
since by handing out money from the unempIoyment fund
the Histadruth would thereby officially recognize that
further immigration is now impassible . . .
The economic &is resulted from an unhealthy boom
produced by an unheafthy settlement in a pmr and settled
country.

The unhealthy economy of the Zionist Yishub in Palestine s u p p h the main reason for the prominent position
of the Histadruth in the Zionist movement.
In Germany and Great Britain the Severings and McDo&&
wert kept in o6ce as long as it was necessary
for the bourgeoisie to give the worken a semblance of
power and to use the reformist leaders for the purpose
of exacting more sacrifices from the workers. This holds

I

true for the role played by the Severings of the Histadruth.
T h e Jewish workers of Palestine, as we have just setn, are
miserably paid and made to sacrifice their lives whilc the
"national hrgeoisic" reaps high profits. T h e Ben Gurions
arc doing their part by preventing (as much as p i b 1 e )
strike struggles in the name of "national" "upbuilding."
n e r c is, however, a unique Palestinian factor which
strengthens the position of the Histadruth leadership. Tht
~ g o i s i o
cf the Yishub, sunk in speculation, arc almost
divorced from the land. The Histadruth, with a healthier
membership routed in the soil is a natural focal point for
the others. This group composed the strongest faction
in &c Lucerne Congress. However, it too, in its membership c h i of approximately 80,000 shows its relationship
to the speculation methods of the Yishub. One is made
to Wer from their figures that at least 2Ml,000 Palestinian
Jews live on productive toil-an erroneous assumption
indeed, for in the alleged 80,000 are already counted wives
and even a ccrtaiq number of children.
In 19JZ (while I was visiting Palestine) the memkrship of the Histadruth, according to the Duwm of May
19, 1932, amounted to 30,078. Out of these 7.183 were
wives of members. A. Revusky states in his book (p. 244)
that in July, 1934 the 55,463 Histadruth memkship induded 12,426 "housewives who are not employed in any
outside work," as well as "abut 3,000" members of the
'Working Youth" which in bth wm is "a departure
from the usual practicen of trade unions. Accding to
M
y only 40,000 out of the 55,463 could be counted
as bread-winners (around 70%). The proportion now

,

'

is lcss than that
Among these bread-winners the Histadruth counts individual oryntrs (farmers and others) some of whom are
small capitalists. This strata contributes to thc ultra-right
r d d m of the Histadruth leadership and sharpens its

1

antagonism to the class smggle. Mr. A. Revusky testifies
(p. 199) that these leaders "hquently reject Manism as

an ideology of unmmpromising class struggle. They consider the Jewish workers in Palestine t h e vanguard of the
whole nation and assert that they muse aperate with
other classes and take upon themselves the r&ponaibility
for the destinies of the Jewish people as a whole." The
non-productive and sometimes anti-working class elements
counted among the Histadruth membership gives the
policies of this organization a nationalist, instead of a chis
character and endows it with power in the general Zionist
movcmCnt.
At the congress in Lucerne the leaders of the Histadruth were ardently praised for their Zionist patriotism.
"Ben Gurion deLivued a highly patriotic speech," delegate
Dr. Swartzbord dedard. Dr. Schmorak also stated that
Ben Gurion's "general Zionist speech" had evoked his
admiration. T h e representative of the 36 German delegate3
-the "famous 36"-who were provided by the Nazi government with foreign passports and with special privileges
for foreign exchange (in order to facilitate their arrival
in Lucerne), the representative of these delegates, Mr.
Blumenfeld, stated: "While Ben Gurion was speaking
one ,felt that this was the real representative of genuine
General Zionism."
The praise for Ben Gurion was weLldcserved. Ben
Gurion as well as the other representatives of the Histadruth expressed the very essenm of Zionism,
Because of his evasion of the German issue, Mr.
Sokolov's mrage was not up to raising the Soviet question.
He l& it to Ben Gurion, who stated:
"Russian Jewry has been torn off the body of the
Jewish nation. The great e p h of the Balfour declaration and of the realization of Zionism has arrived,
but for this Iarge and valuable branch of the Jewish

nation it h r s no fruit. This is a major and painful
loss. Still we hope that Russian Jewry is not forever
torn away and that it will return to the nation as
a free, organic and creative part." (Kmgress~~itaC~g
No. 3, p. 3.)

The "lcft" delegate, M. Yarblum,

I

L':
lamented the fact

that the "Russian Jewry" was absent and complained that
the Soviet government singled out the Jews for persecu-

...

tion-*
act in violation of the Soviet constitution
The representatives of an unhealthy Yishub, supported
by British imperialism, aided by the Nazi transfer agreement, had the temerity to speak thus about the Jewish
masses in the Soviet Union who are rebuilding their l i e
on a hearthy, G a h t basis.
The liaders of the Histadruth, like the Sevdngs and
McDonalds of old did most of the "unpleasant work."
It was they who supported the transfer agreement with
Nazi Germany. None othtr than Ben Gurion and Golde
Meytrson, leaders of the Histadruth. True,they encountered opposition from heir own colleagues and followers.
The Histadruth delegate, K a p U y , complained that out
of the 1
7
,0
0
mPounds worth of German goods imported
into Palestine in 1934, "only" 600.~,000Pounds were
"transfer gads," whereas around 1,000,000 Pounds worth
of g d s were imported from Germany in the "regular"
way, for foreign exchange, Kaplansky complained that
the imports from Nazi Germany were a blow to Palestine
and Zionism, morally and economically. He saw no moral
reason for bringing into Parestine Jewish money whose
owners remain in Germany. This clearly indicates that the
Zionist cry to "Save the German Jews" also meant
the saving of capital of the Jewish bourgeoisie who still
reside in Germany. These Jews sell their German goods
in PaIestine and deposit their money in the banks of TelAviv, London or othtr citics.

r

These Nazi imports, it was pointed out at the congress,
are crushing the weak industry of PaItstine. In connection with this it would be worth while to quote the Zionist
correspondent J. L. Wollman, who in l& article "Era
Israel Before an Economic Catastrophe," informed us that
the silk factory "Mesbi," established by American Jews
with a capital of $4(M,XX) (em Ioying 120 worker; for
Palestine, a large number) was c osed because it could nor
compete with Japanese prices. Other factories, mainly
estabhhmtnts manufacturing pipes far the orange groves,
were d m e d by German dumping.
Tnside the Histadruth faction, representatives of thc
rank and file agitated against the policies of the Ben
Gurions. The kaders closer to he rank and file rebelled
against the transfer agreement, while the revolt against
the pact with the Misrahi was proportionately greater.
At a meeting of the Histadruth faction 52 delegates voted
against the pact while 12 abstained. At the congress, the
delegate Yaari, in the name of the ultra 'left" section of
the Histadruth, HashHatzoyir, openly declared that
his group had refrained from voting on the Msrahi pact.
(The group did not vote agaimd the pact, as it most prob
ably did at the faction meeting.)
The Jewish workers of Palestine are by far, dissatisfied
with the policies of the Ben Gurions. T h e Uuence of the
anti-fascist Jewish workers of Palestine is strongly felt
in the struggle conducted by the Ben Gurions against
Jabotinsky and his fascist cohorts. The Ben Gwions are
compcZIed to fight. In 1934, when Ben Gurion concluded
his pact with Jabotinsky (for "national peace," agaiftst
strrtrr~cs,
etc.) the radicalized elements of the Histadruth
started a revolt against him, voting the pact down by
15,W to 10,000-which number is indicative of the actual
and active membership of the Histadruth. However, cbe
struggle between Ben Gurion and Jabatinsky too often

f

r d h thc anmdictions inside the camp of the Jewish
n a h a h , and the contradictions inherent in the various
impcdistk interests whom they sene. The Ben Gurions,
it must always be remcdaed, arc fkt of all nationalists,
chauvinistic tools of impwbhm.
More than one delegate at the Lucerne Congress spoke
of "ooopcratingy'with the British government, but it was
Ben Gurion hcre, too, who displayed most courage. Any
opinion not to cooperate with the British government "is
an act of treachery against the aspitatiom and redemption
of thc Jewish people," he said (Kmgrcsszc-nSsng No. 5,

P. 9,)

We shall deal with the subject of imperialism in the
following chapter. Let us have a glimpse of the pact with
the Misrahi.
The Histadruth leader, Schprinzak, in his plea to the
Mimhi faction that it participate in the presidium and in
the work of the congrqs, stated:
'Didn't you build this house together with us?" .
"I and my friends admit without any discussion, that the
Sabbath must be the day of rest in Palestint and that the
Sabbath must k holy--but the demands must not have
the character of an ultimatum" . . "Dowhat you have
to do !Eiucate the masscs to follow the holy law t Deepen
your educational workIIY (Kongrcsszcitung No. 5, p. 5.)
This plea did not s&ce to break the "strike" of the
M i d i dclcgata who refused to pardcipate in the presidium and in the work of the congress until their ultimatum was granted. And granted it was l:
According to the pact concluded between the flistadruth and the Misrahi (it is worth noting that the Misrahi concluded the pact no$ with the congress as a whole,
but with tht Histadruth as the red power of thc movcment) the observance of Sabbath was made obligatory.
The resolution passed by the Congress (prtviously adopted
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by the Histadruth faction with a vote of 119 against 52,
with 12 delegates abstaining) states that "the Congress
places upon the Zionist organization the duty of carrying
out with all lawful means at its command the Sabbath
rules, in line with the constitution of the Zionist organization and the decisions of its authoritative institutions!'
Which means that all institutions under the jurisdiction
of thc Zionist organization, or subsidized by the Zionist
organization, will be forced to obscrve the Sabbath and
all its religious rules. The religious observance of the
Sabbath was made a k w by the Zionist C o n e s .
The Zionist organization has a controhg power in
the colonies, in the "communistic" Kvutmt, in the Kibuzim, in the various kitchens, restaurants, children's
schools, Tel-Aviv municipality, etc., etc. The observana
of Sabbath was actually introduced by the pact into the
public life of rbe entire Yishub.
Even prior to the pact, the Sabbath was more or less
religiously observed. in Tel-Aviv and in the JewisI~
quarters of Jerusalem and Haifa theaters and cinema houses
were always closed on the Sabbath. Communication was
at a standstill. Even conferences of the Histadruth are not
held on the Sabbath-the only day the employed worker
could attend . . . The municipality of Tel-Aviv used to
"borrow" Arab workers from Jaffa to do essential work
on the Sabbath. Now, however, the religious o b a n c e
of Sabbath in public life has become a matter of law, of
force!
I
The Zionist %tateY' was fused with the church, the latter its master. Leaders of tbe Histadruth seem to, quite
willingly, have accepted the rule of the church. At the
conference of the United Palestine Appeal held in Washington, February 1-2, 1936, the president of the Amcrican
Misrahi, Rabbi Gilman, said that since the pact was concluded the &ce of Mr. Ben Gurion in Jerusalem became

"a bureau for

T

Shmirath Sabbath" (the observance of the

Sabbathl.
The great French Revolution separated the church (in

most countries) from the state. In "mdern" Palestine,
in the Yishub under the leadership of "Socialists" who
build "communes" the clodr was turned back to the
eighteenth century . .
Zionist national socialism in more than one way smacks
of by-gone days, Not for nothing are there such close
relations between Zionism and the forces now ruling in
Germany. The New York Times, in a cable from its
Berlin correspondent, September 18h,f 935, stated :

.

"The Zionist paper, (The Berlin "luediscke
Ru~dschau") is given a considerable measure of
liberty in expressing its opinions because in a limited
form they tally with certain ideas of the Nazis."

O n Septemk 8th, 1935, Hitla's organ, Voc24ischm
Bco6asck~r,summed up the activities of the Zionist Congress as follows:
"The main defender of the Trarisfer was the labor
party, which comprised about half the Congress. The
attacks of the leader of the Staats Party against the
labor group had the reverse effect: The transfer
agreement tvhicl~ was concluded witti Germany in
1933 and has for the last two years greatly increased the German exports to Palestine, so that atter
the Mandatory power, (Great Britain) Germany now
occupies the first place among the countries exporting
goods into Palestine-this pact was not onIy ratified,
but even put under the control of the Zionist executive.
"After this decision any decision far the boycott
lost a11 sense."

The leaders of the Third Reich extend their hands to
the leaders of the "Third Epoch." But the latter will
nevertheless continue to speak in the name of the "Jewish
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people," although it becomes dearer than ever that the
Yishub represents sharp Werences with the "Diaspora,"
rhat there is an abyss between the interests of Zionism in
Palestine and the intercsts of the Jewish masses throughout the world.

Delegate Bogratschov (of the "World Union" of the
general Zionists) declared at the congress that M. Uss i d k h , head of the Jewish National Fund, cannot participate in the meetings of the young workers of Palestine
"because the red flag reminds him of the hatred against
the Jewish people in the Diaspora." (Kongressxcidung No.
6, p. 2.) Nevertheless, Ussischkin is very popular with
the leaders of the Hitadruth, and vice versa. At this
congress where the Histadruth played the leading rofe
Ussischkin was elected chairman of the Actions Committee.
The man who manifests an undying hatred for the red
flag-the flag which symbolizes gendnc Iiberation for the
Jewish masses and red Jewish recomrruction-has the confidence of all factions of Zionism, including the Histadruth !
Hatred toward the red flag is inevitable in a movement
which forces religion upon the community, which is part of
the anti-Soviet front, which derives support from the Nazis.

T h e 1933 Zionist orientation by no means signifies
that Zionism has severed itself from the navel of British
imperialism.
At the presmt moment when the nations of Africa and
Asia are aroused over MussoWs invasion of Ethiopia,
Zionism leans more heavily on British imptralism to safeguard its present possessions in Parestine, as well as to
extend its influence outside.
The most important leaders of Zionism made speeches
at the congress in favor of "cooperahgaywith England
29

The political leader of the Zionist Executive in London,
Prof. S Brodctzky, wen spoke of the benefits of Zionism
"when Palestine shall finally become a part of the British
empire." (Kongrcsszeiwng No. 6, p. 11.) He maintained,
however, that at present it wouM have been dangerous to
change the "status of Palestine in the framework of the
Mandate." Prof. Brodetzky emphasized: "The basis of
our activity is and will also be in the hturc-the attachment towards Great Britain."
Such were the speeches delivered by people who hitched
their policies permanently to the chariot of British imperialism. We have already quoted the declaration of BenGudon, that any opinion against cooperation with the
British government is tantamount to a 'ktrayal of thc
aspirations and of the redemption of the Jewish people."
It is a "betrayal" to harm the status quo of the Mandate
over Palestine, as well as a %betrayaln to upset the statw
quo of British imperialism generally. The Zionist leadership hopes both to maintain the YifbrrB in Palestine and
to extend its influence outside the present boundaries of
Palestine h u g h its work within the system of British
imperialism which oppresses hundreds of millions of
people in the colonial countries.
This extension of influence not merely concerns TransI ; o r d ~ a . Ben-Gurion, in his speech before the Congress,
made some sweeping statements. A d l i o n fram'Iits, no
less, will be settled by Zionism in the near future. But for
this purpose Trans-Jordania will not s d c e , and RenGurion is already having an eye on other territories, He
stated:

"The borders of Palestine do not extend from
Dan to Beersheba, but from at least 250 kilometers
farther south. The Red Sea has pIayed a great part
in Jewish history. During Solomon's time the first
effort to create a Jewish fleet was made, but not with
a Jewish personnel. We must not let oursdves k

dominated by present-day conditions, but must hold
to the historic tine. Our economic structure, husbdq as well as industry, which is painupally h a d
on the home market in Erez Israel, must seek a connection with the great hinterland of Palestine, with
Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Persia, perhaps even with India.
We must be ind@ent
of the artificial route of the
Suez Canal. We must find our own way toward all
the Asiatic countri=." ( Kongressmitwng No, 3,
- p. 4.)
Familiar language, We have heard such staiements,
based on "history," on "extension of trade" from the ex-

in many countries. But there was,
in addition, an element of Mtnachem-Mendclisns in the
ponents of imperialism

.

sweeping statements of Mr.Ben-Gurion . . He was performing his operations on the map of the countries of the
Near East, extending or removing boundaries, creating
his own sphtra of intluence, as if he were sitting in the
colonial &ice in London . . . Tbe real leader of the
Naltwki of the YisRu6 was speaking!
But there is no mistakbg his ambitions and the length
he is ready to go in the support of British imperialism, to
achieve his ambitions.
Mr. Louis Lipsky, honorary chairman of the Zionist
organization of thc United States, and member of the
world Zionist Actions Committee, amplified Mr, BenGurion's statement upon his return from the Lucerne
Congress. Said Lipsky:

"Jabotinsky boasts that he wants a bigger Erez
IsraeI. H e wants an Erez Israel on both sides of
the Jordan. But the labor party (Histadruth)
through its wonderful leader, Ben Gurion, made it
clear that Trans-Jordania is not sufficient, we must
also have the neighboring countries for millions of
Jews. But whereas Jabotinsky loves to operate with
exclamations the laboy party wants to secure it all
through actual upbuilding." (Jewish Mmdng
J o t m d , October 3, 1935.)

Mr.Lipsky no doubt had in mind a Zionist edition of
dollar diplomacy. But he was speaking quite clearly o£
securing the "neighbaring countries." This is what Mr.
Ben-Gurion meant by his statements. No wonder delegate

M. Grossman of the Judenstaat Party complained at the
congress that two years previous, when the Revisionists
claimed that the Jordan must be the center of Palestine instead of its boundary, (that is, the other side of the Jordan
shall also belong to Palestine) they were accused of havirig
imperialist aspirations. Now, Grossman stated : TransJardania is not suflicient for Ben-Gurion, he wants the Red
Sea and the countries beyondl
In the 1933 "epoch" thc leaders of "labor" Zionism
appear even more imperialistic than the leaders of
Revisionism.
There can be no question that whatever dollar diplomacy, or pound diplomacy, the Ben-Gurions have in
mind it would have to be promoted within the framework
of British imperialism, assisting British imperialism and
leaning on ir, especially in the Near Eastern countries.
Until reccntly we heard Zionist leaders say that the
Arabs must be made to move into "unsettled TransJordania." T h e Revisionist leaders talked of making the
Arabs "move" into the other parts of "unsettled Arab
istan." Now, it seems, they will bt asked to move beyond
the Suez Canal and the Red Sea, if not farther
Naturally, no declarations of war against the Arab
masses were made at the congress. T h e era of war declarations has passed. The congress was even careful enough
not to mention the old (and permanent) slogans of Zionism, Kibush Haarctz and Kibush Hoavoda (The conquering of the land and the conquering of labor.) With
the exception of the Histadruth leader, Ber Katzenelnson,
who reprimanded the executive for permitting the employment of Arabs in those sections where Yemen Jews
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live, most speakers at the congress talked of having "peaceful relations" with the Arabs. But, is talk of "peace"
ncw among supporters of imperialism? There can bc
no question that Ben-Gurion's statement about settling
many millions of p e o p l a million familiesin the r;oming years, as we11 as his statement about extending the
Zionist sphere of influence beyond the Suez Canal and t h e
Red Sea, will be accepted by the tens of millions of Arabs
in the Near East in the same spirit as other colonial peopks
accept the "peaceful" aspirations of imperialists. The
Arab peoples must consider Ben-Gurion's statement as
a new offensive against them.
Thc IBcn-Gurions are not naive enough to averlook
the adverse impression their talks of extending the "sphere
of idwnce" and removing boundaries is bound to create.
The Ben-Gurions no doubt anticipated that the Arab press
would refin# thck statements, But it seems that the leaders of Zionism have dccided to come out more openly
than ever as the instruments and supporters of British imperialist force.
This mcates a new danger for the hwndrcds of tho*
sands of lews now luilag in Palcsbincl
The war situation in Africa created a war scare in
Palestine. British battleships are swarming around the
palmtine coast. The harbor of Haifa (where the oiI pipe
line horn Iraq terminates) is being strengthened. Great
Britain guards the important strategic position of Palestine.
Spokesmen for the British government both inside and
outside the Zionist movement, speak openly of making
Palestint as secure and as important an outpost in the
Near East as S i p o r e is for the British Empire in the
Far h i t . (Lord Mekhett, in a letter to the Maachater
Guardian, November, 1935, wbich evoked a sharp reply
from Dr. J. L. Magnus; while Augur in the New York
Times of January 19, 1936, stated that Palestine is the most

scam place for British airplanes in the Near East, and
that according to military experts, Grcat Britain could
Dpobilize tomorrow 50,000 Jewish youth for the caw of
the E m p k )
The intensified activities of British imperiafizm in Palestine have called forth further intrigues on the part of
agents of Italian imperialism, its deadly enemy. This is
one reason for the sharpened conflict between Re%onkm
and the offida1 Zionist organization. It is a conflict bttween two orientations on two conflicting imperialist sys
stems* Jabotinsky openly supports Mussolini. Not by accident was the Revisionist Congress held in a country ruled
by Mussolini's puppets--Austria. But these orientations,
involving the Jewish masses in the bloody game of British
or Italian imperialism, represents a dunger for #he Jewish

rnmses itt and out of Pdestiftt. The leaders of both wings
of Zionism, particularly such reckless leaders as Jabotinsky
and h G u r i o n , actually play with the lives of the Jewish
masses in the extension ( a la Nalewki) of boundaries,
spheres of influence, etc., etc.
This dangerous and a d v e n h t game is bound to
worsen the already aggravated rehtions between Jews and
Arabs in Palestine, an aggravation created by the poIicies
of Zionist leadership.
The Arab servants of British imperialism are just as
"cIevermas the Zionist servants. Some of the Arab feudal
leaders say:
"The Arabs have gained experience from the
World War and its results. On one hand they know
the value of dl agreements and promises which imperidist governments make during war times. Dn
the other hand, the Arak now have three Arab states :
Jraq, Said, and Yemen. This is an experience which
makes it possible for us to utilize the situation in the
best way , .." ". . . The stage of the coming war
will be Egypt and Palestine. The Arabs will there-

.

fore be able to contribute towards the victory or the
defeat of the comi war!' (New York Jewish Day,
September 23, 19%)

The Ar&a

Bcn-Guriom and Jabotinskys also prat
ti= the imperialist game at the expense of the masses.
There arc among them, too, codcting imperialist o r i ~ t a tions, one towards British and the other towards IraIian
impaialh. British impmiabrn tries hard to gain the ear
of these Arab leaders. It tries to plant among the Arab
masses agents similar to the late infamous Colonel Lawrence. Once more it resorts to promise. Hcncc the
"dualistic" poIiq of British imperialism which induced
Weizman's bitter complaints at the congress. ( K o n p s z h f t g NO.7, p. U.) Weizman lamented the "weariness"
of the British empire. Obviously, he wants British imperialism to be "strong" in dealing with the colonial
peoples; much stronger than at present. The "wearinessn
of the Empire, that is its machinations and its doublemsing policy generally, motivated the British colonial
secretary, MalcoIm Madhnald, to emphasize (in his dcgram of congratulations to the Lucerne Zionist Congress)
the "responsibdity'' of Grtat Britain towards the Arabs.
By supporting the Y A u B with British bayonets, by
takmg about a "Greater Palatine: by leaning stdl heavier
on the same (treacherous) imperialist bayonets, the intertsts of the Jewish masses can gain sothing-brct ddcd and
m;fm~rcnc. Their life interests dictate a rtmgg2e against
imperialism, in all its forms, a united struggle of Jewish,
Arab and dl toilers as well as other progressive forces.

Conclusions.
1. T h e increased immigration into Palestine during
1935 has jusrified the increased interest of Jewish groups

who. look upon immigration as a solution to the Jewish
problem, or as a solution at least, to the Jews of GMmany.
While it should be emphatically denied that emigration is
is any way a solution of the Jewish problem in the
capitalist countries one must have a positive attitude tw
wards those groups who can and will emigrate. They
must be aided,
The Communists are not against the emigration of
groups of Jews, from Germany or P o h d , into Palesrine
or any other country. The Jewish Communists have declared on many occasions that they are for free immigration into Palestine on rkc basis of free labor, wjhord dism'mindon of rum or nationdizy, without infinging
on the interests of the poor peasants. On t h i s basis and on
no other! At present there is no free immigra'on into
Palestine. Nobody can go to Palestine if he is not a
capitalist, or if he is not a trusted Zionist deserving a certificate and able to pass the literacy test in Hebrew . .
At present there is sclcctiue immigration into Palestine,
immigration under the slogans of "Conquering" the soil
and Iabor, an immigration and settlement under the spur of
racialism and force, The CommunisaF are against s ~ c h
t'immigrabio~" kcause it runs counter to all principles of
true Communism and to the solidarity of the toilers of all
nations and races. The Communists are against it because
it is bound to create an unhealthy Yishub and is inimical
to the interests of the Jewish masses in the countries of the
so-called Diaspora (which means almost a26 Jews). By
creating a settlement with the aid of force and discriminations, by creating a new Ghetto, Zionist leadership gives
aid and comfort to those who &riminate against Jews
in the United States, Poland, Germany, etc.
Needless to say, immigrarion figures must not be
inflated for propaganda purposes. Yet, there is talk
about saving "W German Jews by emigration. Thert is

.

talk about Palestine being the only place for this purpose.
kt us see, then, the ogcial figures of German immigration

inta Palatine
1933 ................................................................................
1934 ................................................................................
1935

5,392

6941
696

(The figures for 1933 and 1934 are taken from the report supplied by Great Britain to the League of Nations
in September 1935. The figures for 1935 were quoted in
a Palcor cable to the Jewish Morning Josrmal, January
22, 1936.)
M&t probably, these figures pertain only to Jews holding German citizenship (tbat is, former German citizens,
according to present Nazi laws). Added to these were
Jewish citizens of other countries (Poland, etc.) coming
kom Germany. The total for the three years is hardly
more than 25,000.
Nobody can deny the importance of providing for
these groups, were Palestine able to give them productive work. But it is irresponsible to talk about saving
all German Jews, and the millions of Polish Jews to boot,
by emigration to Palestine, and "only" to Palwtinc!
As matters stand, various lands o&de of Palestine
took care of over 30,000 Jews from Germany for the same
period. The irresponsible talk of Zionist propagandists
and the justification thereby of the transfer agreement
with the Hitler government, must be branded for what
it is worth.
2. The war situation in the Near East has substantiated everything the Communists were saying about Palestine serving as a fortress for British imperialism. The
strategic value of Palestine to British imperhhm is the

r'

relations with the Arab population while simultaneously
opposing the free democratic expression of that population is bound to worsm the situation in Palestine.
4. By staking on reaction, on persecution, Zionism has
again proven that the interests of revolution run counter to
the intcmts of Zionism.
Semitism
The destruction
in Poland,of the
Hitlerism
upswing
in of
Germany
revolution
and in
of these
anti-

two countries would deal a death-blow to Zionism. Likewise, the upswing of the anti-imperialist struggle in the
cdonial countries, -uprisings and revolution, wouId deal a
death-blow to the imperialist plans of the Ben-Gurions and
Jabotinskys.
In a rctroi~br'onaryGermany, or a revoldonmy Poland,
whtre the Jews would gain their full rights and economic,
political, s d and cultural equality-who wouId d m
talk about Zionism as a solution? In iibered countries of the Ncar East where all minorities would have
c q d rights and full possibility for national and sacid
dwelopment-who would dare come forward with the
plans of a Ben-Gurion ?
Because Zionism draws its life-trlmd from persecution
and rmction in the s d e d Diaspra, from imperialistic
oppression in the colonial countries, it is an enemy of
revoluton, an enemy of equal rights, and thereby an enemy
of the Jewish masses. Mr. Isaac Greenbaum put it accurately (in the article quoted at the beginning of the
first chapter) that Zionism stands in fuIl contradiction to
the interests of the Jewish masses in their respective corntries whtre they will continsre to reniEel
The interests of the Jewish masses demand a united
front with the toilers of all nationalities in a struggle for
immcdiadt demands, against anti-semilism and dischinations which will strengthen the forces of revolution for
the h a 1 soluton of the Jewish question, as it did in the

Soviet Union. The forces of the lcwish masscs done arc
not s ~ c f i c f lfor
t an effcctive struggle against anti-stmitism.
Zionism is not a solution but an aggravation of the
Jewish question. Emigration, even if not accompanied
by dangerous slogans and racial discriminations never was
and never will be a solution. Emigration from Czarist
Russia, when the d m of such countries as the United
States, Canada, Argentine, South Africa, etc., were wide
open did not solve the question of the Russian Jews. It
was the revolution which solved it. Emigration to the
small and poor country of Palestine will surely not be
thc am.

Eonism is an aggravation of the Jewish problem. It
aggravates the position of Jews in the lands where they
Iite because of its policies in Palestine and because it is
interested in reaction and persecution. It aggravates the
position of Jews by stressing that they "have no country,"
they "don't belong" where they live. It aggravates their
position by its philosophy that anti-semitism is "eternal"something which progress, civilization or even revolution
cannot eradicate. It aggravates their position because it
diverts their attention from local problems to Zionism and
Palestine, because it separates them from the toilers of
other nationalities with whom they myst unite in a common struggle against reaction and fascism. Zionism is a
hindrance to united struggle and the solidarity of the
masses, a hindrance to the revolution which alone will
solve the Jewish problem.

Questions and Answers
(Based on a series of questions in various public discussions

of Z i o ~ . ]

"HISTORIC RIGHTS'

QUESTION:
Why should not $he Jews have their own
country7 Why mzut Communists dc opposed to rhd?
ANSWER:
Communists are not at all opposed to the
idea that Jews should be concentrated in one country,
similar to other nationalities, But we cannot operate with
"&" We must face realities. Because of certain historic
developments, Jews have settled in many countries and
have sunk their roots in many lands. Tbe four and a half
million Jews in the Unired States will remain there, no matter what one may "wish." It is therefore idle to A r m that
Jewshave a "right" to live "like others," or acknowledge
their "right" to Palestine. Any country tuiiho~texception
belongs to the people who live and toil there. If we are
to take into consideration "historic rights" we would have
to redivide the entire worId, perhaps re-shape all boundaries. "Historic rights" cannot be recognized when they
interefere with the rights of the working people in a
given place, when these rights lead to conflict and war.
It is usually the war-mongers who talk so much about
"historic rights."
Jews of the United States, or Poland, Roumania, Germany, Argentina, etc., who are permanent citizc~~s
of their
respective countries must join with the toilers and other
progressive elements within their countries in a common
efiort for immediate improvements and a final solution,

ZIONIST "WORK" IN THE %IASPORA"
Q m o n : Blcb dc Zionists don't deny the necessity of:
jdaing in such szrugglesl Is this nor part of #heir program?
ANSWER:One of the main objections of the Come.
munists is that Zionism diuertr the &mdon of the masses
towards something which is not a solution but an aggravation of their problem. Whether there is a plank in
the Zionist program calling for work in the "Diaspora"
is immaterial. Since 1905 when the Russian Zionists held
their congress in Helsingfors, Finland, and adopted their
program for work in the "Diaspra" (because of the tremendous pressure of the Jewish masses who saw in the
revolution of that year a way out) these planks failed to
materialize. Zionists, as a rule, donJ$engage in such activities. They devote all their time and energies to Zionism
and Palestine and they endeavor to enfist the masses for
the same purpose. It is no accident that the Jewish labor
movement in the United States was almost 100% a&
Zionist at a time when the needle trades founded their
unions. The few labor leaders recently converted to Zionism were then ad-Zionist, anti-nationalist and even %
simi1ationist. Had they then been Zionists they could not
have devoted their energies to the up-hill struggle for
unionism. Zionism exacts the utmost for the Zionist
movement. Zionism ouer-accentuazes the national issue,
inculcates chauvinistic nationalism, thereby separating the
Jewish masses from the general mass with whom they
must combine for the real solution of their red problems.
JEWISH CHAUVINISM
Q U ~ T I ~Why
N : do you speak of Jcwish chadsvt'nism?
Arc not the Jews an oppre~scdnationality 7 Yosr tdk so
m d about stnikitrg--don't $kc Zionists represent a peoples'
front where all shadcs of opinion arc #nit&

f
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h m :Of course, the Jews are an oppressed n a t i d But it is incorrect to say that there cannot be any
chauvinism amom the o ~ ~ r e m dLeninism
.
which alone
has shown the wiy for ;h; solution of the national problcm definitely states that the workers of the opprcsd
nationalities must fight the chauvinism of their own nation.
According to LRninism, it would be to no avail were American workers to fight Jewish chauvinism. Such agitation
would be misconstrued or it might develop into antiSemitism. It is up to the Jewish workers themselves to
fight Jewish chauvinism.
Also, it is misleading to say that the Zionist movement
represents a peoples' front. If it were, it could similarly
be said that the German soda1 patroits were, during 19141918, part of a "peoples' front." A peoples' front cannot
embrace the entire nation. The task of a peoples' front
is its struggle against fascism, reaction, imperialism which
evils must also be fought among Jews, Since Zionism
builds on reaction and imperialism, and by means of racialism,it is misleading to d l it a peoples' front While fighting the base slanders of the anti-Semites who assert that
Jews are bankers and exploiters, while pointing out that the
s c a t majority of the Jews are toilers, onc cannot overlook
the small number who arc part and parcel of Wall Street,
London City, etc. And these few, alas, supply Zionism and
the Jewish Agency with leaders, imposing their policies.
Is tAat a peoples' front ? Whoever says that is either mistaken or uses the term for demagogic purposes.
It is hard to see how one can deny Jewish chauvinism
when Jewish brown shirts (Revisionists) are in existence.
Chauvinism is one of the, main instruments of Fascism.
This brown-shirtcd RcvisionGm, born and deucZopcd within
the Ziotlist mwcmcnr, was, until recently, also part of the
"peoph's h t * ' ,

..

QUESTION:
Still, 1 cannot see why you arc against immipution into Palcstt'ne which is an smscakd corcnw.
Haw capl you overlook thc mk'yibiics of thc Lnbor Zionists
who arc buyding Sm'alism s'n Palestnc and have cstublisked
the Commrmk Kuutzot?
A ~ s w m :Palestine is not an unsettled country. This
contention, we may say, is one of the basic follies of Zionism. The World Almanac discloses the fact that small
agricdtural Lithuania with a population of 2,500,OQO has
an area of 20,000 square miles as against Parestine's 1,300,000
and 10,000 square miles. Palesiine, therefore, is more
densely populated than LjkAtratu;l, especially so, when one
takes into account its sand dunes, swamps and barren hills.
(According to the Zionist authority k Revusky, out of
the 25,000,000 dunams of Palestine's area between six and
eight million dunams are under cultivation.) It is true
that swamps and sand dunes can be fertilized. But so
can rrll countria be fertiIized and be made to maintain
several times their present populations. This speculation
is a thing of die future and a poor basis for immigration
now, as PaIestinian developments have shown. By the time
these idea1 ends are attained the present population of
Palestine will have grown considerabIy. We must deal
with realities. There is no land for immediate cultivation,
or for cultivation within the immediate future. (See pp.
13-16 of this pamphlet.)
Attempts to intensify Palestinian agriculture have been
made for decades without the hoped-for results. Successively, the production of wine, almonds, tobacco and oranges,
followed each other, and though some gains were made
they were far from revoIutionizing agriculture to the extent
that great numbers can be settled on reclaimed land.
Despite the years of effort and large expenditures of money,

-

the number of Jews &cially reported living on agriculture

is approximate.ly 40,000.

Moreover, intensified capr'tabist agricuIture does not at

all mean that more people are making a living on the
land. Quite thc contrary is the mse, as witnessed in the
United States, as well as in the orange-grove district in
PaZcsdnc iftrclf where, in spite of gains in production the
population living on agriculture has bcen almost stationary.
The Halutzim represent an earnest and admirable element. But it is irresponsible for the leadership of "Labor
Zionism" to talk about "Socialism" in a sernkfeudal imperialist colony, where an unproductve ghetto is being
built. (See page 17.) g a l i s m cannot be built Mort the
workers assume power. This means the toilers of all
nationalities musr unite. But the polides and activities
of the Histadruth p'evmt such unity and are, therefore, a
sechsrs setbuck to the Socialist goat.
The Kvutmt, irrespective of their idealistic and well
meaning members, have no relation to Communism. They
are communal colonies where the inhabitants pa01 their
earnings. There are a number of such colonies in the
United States, Canada and other countries. So in Palestine, there are Christian religious communes. But they
are not Communistiq they are subject to imperialapitalist
ecenomy, are overpowered or supported by it (or Zionism),
2s the interests of imperialism and capitalism demand.
T h e Kvutzot are the window-dressing of Zionism. They
barely constitute a factor in the Palestine Yishub. N o wonder Zionist propaganda about the Kvutzot fails so often
to mention specific facts. There are hardly more than
2,500 people living in all the Kvutzor of Palestine. According to A. Revusky's "Jews In Palestine" (p. 133) there
were in 1933, 2,057 adult members in 25 Kvutzot. This
at a time when Palestine saw the immigration of tens of
thousands of Halutzim. There must be serious and basic

r e a m for such phenomena! The reasons inhere in the
economy of Palestine (lack of land, etc.) Tbue are some
thousands of Halutzim in the Kibutzim, temporary settlements in a state of flux, with an overwhelming majority
of members gravitating towards the city.

LABOR ZIONISM AGAIN
QIES~ON:
Then, do yon makc no disdinction beiwcm
Ldor Zionism asd General Zionism? Do yo# prcb the
70-80,000 mtmbcrs of the Histadruth on zhc same scde ar
d ofher Zionists? How do yo# account for bhk lmgc
membership if tht productive fmccs among $he Jccus of
Pdcstinc arc, uccwding to yo#, proportionately mdl?
ANSWER:
Indeed, there is a distinction between the
Histadruth and other sections of the Jewish population
of Palestine. We hold that the Hisradruth membership
is very often misled by the Ben-Gurions but we do not
forget that we are dealing with workers, class brothers.
We do not forget that there is a prmess of radicalization
going on among these workers. They rejected the BenGurion-Jabotinsky agreement (see p. 25). AZmos~dl Jewish Comrnc(9u'sbs in Palestine are former member$ of Jt
Histadruth. There is a distinction ktween the rank and
file of the Histadruth and its leadership. We must also
differentiate between certain leaders of the Histadruth
itself. But as far as the present policy of the leadership
headed by Ben-Gurion is concerned, it is as Zunis& as
that of Dr. Chaim Weizman, president of the Zionist
Organization, thought the latter, too, quite often masks his
Zionistic policies behind the shield of "Labor" most general Zionists who are anti-hbor in their home countries,
often m e m h of the exploiting class, have ody praise
for "Labor" in Palestine, because Labor Zionism means
to them--the line of Ben-Gurion, the giving up of the

cIass struggle, the line of intense nationalism, approval of
the Mandate, British imperialism, a "Greater PaIcstine"
with its sphere of influence beyond the Suez Canal and
the Red Sea (see page 30). 'Tabor Zionism" means, therefore, the complete substitution of the class interests and
international interests of labor, to Zionism. It ikpure
and simple Zionism hiding under the shield of "Labor."
Class interests demand primarily, the solidarity of Jewish and Arab toilers, the building of unized trade ~ n i m s
of Jewish and Arab workers, This runs counter to the
interests of Zionism, breeder of racialism, the conquest of
Labor (Kibush Hoavoda), the abandonment of strikes,
etc. "Labor Zionism" chose the latter, being the strongest
exponent of this chauvinistic line. Being the power in
the Zionist movement it is responsible for all the follies
of the movement.
Whether the Histadruth possesses a membership of
80,000, or of
cannot change our ponxvc attitude
towards the rank and file. But it is important to know
that here, too, there is an unhealthy padding of figures,
as is the case with Zionist +es
generally (see page 22).
The trade unions of the Histadruth are "exceptional" in
that they do not accept non-Jews (Arabs in particular) as
memkrs. T h e y are also "exceptional" in that they include among their membership individual owncrs, uiu~5
of members, as well as some of the children of members
This will explain the supposed "discrepancy" between
the official membership figures of the Histadruth and
the figures of the productive elements quoted by me (see
page 17) which figures are not mi#< but oflicial Zionist

...

figures!

There can be no doubt that the Jewish workers in
Palestine, as the Jewish workers everywhere, have built
up institutions which are admirable "as such" (The Kvutzot, the Cooperatives, etc.) These institutions show what
47
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the Jewish workers could do in a fret Palestine. But
institutions in themselves are never a criterion, in any
capitalist country. One must see for what pufposc they
are used. One must not overlook the Palestinian problem
as h t and foremost a pddicd probIcm, an anti-imperialist
problem. If any institution, sound enough by itsel£ is used
as an excuse for racialist policies, for supparting imperialism
and the Mandate, it l m s its intcp'ty and objectively becomes an instrument of imperialism. In order to prcsme
its integrity such an institution must become an insuument
in the struggle for solidmiy among Jewish and Arab toilers, an instrument in their united struggle against Effendi
feudalism, against Arab and Jewish capitalism, and against
the main enemy-imperiabsm,

THE SOLUTION OF THE JEWISH PROBLEM
Q U ~ O NThis
: wodd mean the rclinq~~ishmcnt
of 8hc
stmggle for a Jewish majm2y in Palestifie. How then, do
you propose to sol* the Jewish qtustion? Do you want
us 80 wsit for the s o d molution? Mcanw&1cI wha
should thc German or Polish Jews do?

ANSII: YOUhave raised a number of questions which
have litde to do with Zionism and Palestine. But, let m
for a moment go back to the Palestinian problem. What
does it mean: "Struggle for a Jewish majority" if not a
racial struggle ? I have heard a certain leader of the Arabs
in New York by the name of Dr. Shatara state (in a
debate with the vice-president of the Hadassah, Mrs.
Epsttin) that the Arabs sympathize with the Jews, but
if Zionism means the displacement of the Arab majority
r&&g in the country for 1,300 years, the Arabs will fight.
Even if you do not agree that we cannot guide ourselves
by 'Gtoaic rights" of 2,000 years ago, even if you do not
agrcc that all countries belong to the toiling people living

&ere (and you mwt agree to thesc postulates i£ you lay
any ctaim on a progressive approach towards such important questions)--what arc you bopsing to do about

it? Fight the' Arabs? That meam war. That meam
becoming a r o d of imptrialism. All of which will only
aggravate the pition of the Jews both in and outside of
Palestine, b t a w of the treacherous naturc and double

dealing of imptrialiami
The question: ''What, then, is the solution of the Jewish probI&?" is no argument for Palestine, or for any
othk country which would "gather the Jews* into a
"National Home." -Since Jews will continue to reside
in their respective countries, the task is to cornb'me th&
forces with the working population and other progressive
tlcmenb for a common struggle against reation, against
anti-semirism and dimbination. This d m not mean
Jews have to wait for &aI revolution.
Sacid Revoluton itself is not a remote possibility.
Those who before the war argued that the Russian Jews
could not wait for the Sacid Revolution bur must follow
the "shqtex routc" to Palatine were wrong, as history
has pmvtn. But Communists HCVW bank werything on
social revolution. The struggle for immcdi- improvements as a means of strengthening the forces of revolution is one of the basic tenets of Leninism. By 5ghting
reaction in the United States, or Poland, the Jews can
expect immcdt'ate resrdts, something which Zionism cannot
give them By fighting to s a d Hidrrism the German
Jews can quickly solve their problems. It is sheer irresponsibility to present Palestine as the solution for these
millions of Jews-Palestine which 'is akeady d c i e n t l g
populated, has an unstable economy and a certificate quota
of 1m for a period of six months!
According to a statement of the dtrctor of the Immigration Department, H.Barlas, printed in the Warsaw

Zionist H&t of February 2, 1936, the quota granted by
the British government was 4,500. Out of these 12%were
deducted for tourists who remained 'Sllegally~3 S f o r
"emergency cases" and 1,000 for an equivalent number
of cerrificates advanced prior to October 1935. As a result,
the Zionist organization was left with l$Hl mrtificates
for the six month ~ e r i o dof October 193SMarch 1936.
To talk of Palestine as a place of refuge for millions
can only harm the Jews of Germany and Poland.
At a conference of the Women's Division of the
American Jewish Congress held in the Commodore Hotel,
New York, on February 25, 1936, Dr. Frank h h n , chairman of the Emergency Committee for Aid to Jews in
Germany, said the so-called Samuel-Plan for the "exodus"
of 100,000 Jews from Germany is an "enormous folly,"
a "deplorable mistake." He declared: "'1 m n o t Jet $his
occmAFIonpass without prozeszing with all my strmgbA
sgm'nst the plan.'' Rabbi Stephcn S. Wise followed him
with the statement: " T b m wi!l be no exodus from Gcrmany. The German Jcws have a right to rcmaitt!' Even
people who at the beginning regarded the suggestion seriously (100,000 Jews emigrating from Germany in four or
five years, half of the number scheduled for Palestine)
realized how harmful the plan was to the interests of
the Jews not only in Germany but in other countries.
T k m can be no modern exodus1 We must assist those
groups fleeing from Germany or Poland by helping them
to settle in countries where they can be prductivized and
where they will not create another acute probIem. The
countries where refugees can be settled are the United
States, Canada, South .America, South Africa. But proper
assistance to German-Jewish refugees is unrelated to the
ultimate soIution d the Jewish problem in Germany. (See
also page 37 of this pamphlet.)
According to the statement of the Joint Distribution
'io

Committee (Morning Journal of March 30, 1938) 59,000
Jews I.& Germany since the advent of Hitler. Of this
number not rraorc than 24,000 settled in Palatine, 55%
migrating to other countria. Inasmuch as general Jewish

immigration into Palestine during January and February
I936 diminished (as a result of the economic crisis) to lcss
than hzlf of thc'preccding year for the same &od, it
becomes evident that immigration of German Jews is on
the decline. (The figures for all Jewish immigration into
Palestine were 2,o tach for January and February 1936
against over 5,000 for each of these months in 1935.)

PEASANTS DISPLACED
Q u m ~ What
:
concrete proof hwc you zo mbstsnclaim $hat fc12akia (peaam) m driven 08
their lmds?
A m : Zionists themselves admit that 90% of the
lands bought by them come from the Effendg the rich
land-owner (Arthur Rupin in his report before the Shaw
Commission and many others). The same Zionists aIso
state that there were no peasans on these tracts of lands,
which is preposterous. No wonder they sametime use the
argument that the pcasants are given "other" land-which
raises the question why the "other" land was not bought
insttad .
Sufhoe it to say that the Zionist leaders desperately fight
the proposed law, or regulation, providing that the peasant,
including the tenant-farmer, shall, after sale, be permitted
to retain suacient land to eke out a livelihood. Suffice it
to quote from the o£6cial report of the Zionist Executive
Committee to the 16th Congress in Zurich, in 1929, where
it said (p. IS, English edition):
"A most important agricultural enactment, and one
which is bomd to B ~ C C Zthe whIc pdhy of Zionird a p :
tirrte yuw
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cdturd cdonizati'on, is the law promuIgated in 1928 for

thc pottc&'on of bmatrts in the event the land cultivated
by them king sold by the landowner. The Zionist Executive submitted certain observations with regard to this Jaw,
and these received due attention from the Government!'
(My emphasis.)
Mind you! A law protecting the tenants is '%ouridto
dect the whole policy of Zionist agricultural colonization"!
Is further proof necessary to condemn the Zionist policy
towards the peasants? Doesn't this convict "Labor Zionism" which is the main force in Zionism? And if the
Hashomer Hatzoyir condones this policy, as it does, isn't it
htst as guilty?

HASHOMER HATZOYIR-THE CONQUEST
OF LABOR
QUESTION:
The Hadomet. Habzoyir believes in rcyoltrtion; it is anb-imperialistic-how is it posn'bIc, as yom
clm'm, that it appoucs #he dispIrzccrncnt of the tenant
fmms7

ANSWER:
I have no doubt the rank and file of this
movement is sincere. It is a radi&d
element. However, the members are still permeated with Zionism and
nationalism, although they do not admit it. Their action
belics their "revolutionary" slogans. It is a fact that they
shield the Zionist agricultural policy. Neither at the 16th
Congress (where I was present) nor at any other occasion,
have they protested this policy. They are msdsting it even
while they taIk "revolution." It is a fact that despite their
anti-imperialistic talk they do not agitate against the
Mandate. It is a fact that they are against democratic selfgovernment for Pakstine. It is a fat that they did not
vote against the pact with Mizrahi at the Congress in
Lueerne (see page 25). The most shocking thing a h r the
F2
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leaders of Hashomer Hatzoyir is their enthusiastic adherence to a "people's front" which includes exploiters
and i m ~ d i (for
s ~ instance,
~
the British chain store magnate, Simon Marks, who b the vice-president of the Zionist
Fadmation of Great Britain) while they vehement1v ob
ject to the and-imperialistpbplc's front among the h b s l
(For morc pareicufars on this subject see my pamphlet:
"Palestine-The Communist Position, the Colonial Question," where the "famous" case concerning a l d t of thc
Communh Party of Palestine is dealt with.)
Therc is dso the question of Kibush Hoavoda (the
Conquest of Labor), t h e discriminatory poliq towards
Arab workers which the Hashomer Hatzoyir assists by all
sorts of rationalization. In the pamphlet just mentioned
X prove, with the aid of Zionist material, (statements of
Ben-Gurion in particular) that the Histadruth practices
this dangerous and criminal policy, Neither at the 19th
Congress not at any other public gathering of Zionists,
or of the Histadruth have protests been heard from the
represcntativts of the Hashomer Hatzoyir.
Some of the first to deny that discriminations d t ,
follow the statement immediatery by the assertion that
Arabs work for low wages. But if you ask: ' W h y don't
you organize them?" The answer is: 'We did not come
to Palestine to organize the Arabs." (Ben-Gurion's words).
Then, what is the situation? There are r a d unions.
There is a racial labor policy. Whethtr the Histadruth
here and thtre comes in contact with Arab labor or accasionaIly lends it support does not change the general role.
It occurs to neither of the Yeft" wings of "Labor
Zionism" to support the anti-imperialist struggles in Syria
and Egypt. "Labor Zionism," including the Hashomer
Hatzayir, is fearful of these con8icts lest the mtless Arab
popuIation of Palestine, which conducts general strikes
and demonstrations in sympathy with the Arab, in Syria

and Egypt, should not again rise against the British
date. But, if there are no anri-imperialist deeds-what are
the anti-imperialist "slogans" worth? To shield the Lord
Melchetts and the Simon Marks' in the Zionist "people's
front"?

USSR, GERMAN TRADE, BIRO BIDJAN
QUBS~ON:
While it is &w th& vmy lI#le cun bc $Itid is
favor of the trrln.fcr agreement m'dR #he Nazis, if looks
as if you arc setting a doable shndard. Why don? you
object to the trade agreement Bctwecn the Soviet g o u m
mend rand Germany?. Im't your attitude towards Biro
Bibjan part of this double standard? If yon object to
Palcstinc as a solsdon for the Jews, why don't yo# object
to Biro Bidim7
ANSWEK:
The Soviet government is under trade agreements with Italy, Poland, and other fascist and semi-fascist
countries. You know it must have diplomatic and trade
relations with capitalist countries no matter what their
form of government. Formar severance of trade relations
with Germany would only rob the Soviet government of
its means to play one government against another and of
an o p p o d t y to exert its influence in international relations (sanctions, for instance). It would also increase thc
war danger* lnstead of fomally breaking off trade relations, the Soviet government aeturdly reduced its trade
with Germany to aImost zero. In 1932 the Soviet government bought from Germany 327,700,000 rubles worth of
goods; in 1933, 148,061,000; 1934, 28,758,000; 1935,
21,000,000. Palestine, on the contrary, has enormously
incfcmcd its German imports. The transfer agreement
actually turned the Haauarn (Zionist transfer agency)
into an agency for Nazi export throughout the Near East
The Zionist organization has a trade agreement with no

Palestine." The Icor, or any organization working for
Biro Bidjan, does not cIaim to solve the Jewish problem
by emigration to Sir0 Bidjan. Some groups may go there,
from Poland, Germany, or tvtn the United States. But
this does not furnish a solution for the Jews who live
in a capiaht world and who will have to solve their

s
m c q d i t y with other nationalities among the Soviet
repubhcs.

ANSWER:
Undoubtedly. But you cannot create a Jewish
in a settled country, by encroaching on orhers, by
virtue of imprialism, as in Pdestine. This can bring
nothing but disaster. The creation of a Jewish State in
any capitalist country is impossible.
State

found, a Jewish Soviet RepirMic may be set sip
NSWER:

Quite possible.

Why, d e n ,
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do

Do
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you p u forwmd such a

y o 6 Conomunis~,have A m

the Jewish qac~tr'on

prn'tivt m w m

from the struggle against anti'<

smidism?
ANSWER:There arc many national slogans which can
be put fwward only after the workers seize power, as
pointed out by Lenin and Stalin (see Stalin's Mwmjrn
and the National and Colonid Qrcesbion). Under capitalism, such slogan as "National Culture," or "National
Territory" can only mean bourgeois culture, nationalism,
separatism. They merely divert the attention of the masses
fmm their clasr strrsgglc. They can only be used by the
Jewish bouregoise against its "own" workers, that is against
the people itsclf t
The struggle against anti-semitic discrimination, is a
positive struggle. It an bring immediate improvement
without waiting for the social revolution (which alone,
of course, will bring complete solution). Comunisti
develop Jewish proletarian culture. There are a number
of Jewisb proIetaxian cultural organizations in the U.S. A.
j i n g i n g k e t i e s , theatres, etc. Jewish literature is being
published. Zionists identify national culture with the
Hebrew language--a wrong attitude. Yiddish is the living
language of approximately 10 million Jewsand is by right
the national language. If the American Jewish youth
is to be taught another language besides English, it shwId
be Yiddish. But languages cannot be an end in themselves. You can have Jewish mass culture in Englishliterature, drama, etc., reflecting the life and the struggle
of the Jewish masses.
The contention that a Hebrew "Cultural Center" in
a small coloniaI country will be a living cultural source for
milions of Jews throughout the world can hardly be taken
seriously. h k at the absence of any real cultural ac-

tmitia withiu the Zionist movement in the United Stam!
Living culture must be bawd on the Me, activities, daily
mala and aspirations of the masses.
HEBREW LANGUAGE
Q m o n : Is $ for this ream #haif H e k is sup
pressed in de Smib Uaion?

ANSWER:
Communists do not obj- to Hebrew as such.
It b m e s objwtbnable when used for nationalistic purposes, when the Yiddish language is reviled and s u p p m d

for the sake of Hebrew, as in Pabtinc. There is a H e b m
fiteracjl Ttsd for Halutzim dtsiring to obtain &alts
for admission to Paleshe. Hebrew is mned into a
medium of opprdon. Since any d a t a t i o n of na,&it
whether Ukrainian or Russian, is i s g sup
pmd in the Soviet Union, Hebrew, when it b e s a
nationalistic d t , is also suppressed. But there i Hebrew
Iittranrre in the Soviet Iibraries, Hebrew is being taught
h institutions d higher education, and Communists in
Palatine wx Hebrew as a means of propaganda

OPPOSITION TO ZIONISM DEFINED
@E2RION:
HOW~ 0 d dYOU
Zionism, por'fit by paid

YO&

Y O W C T & G C ~ Ofbk
~~~

ANSWER:
I would place my objections in the following
order: 1. It diverts the attention of the Tcws from their
real smgglcs; 2. It thrives on reaction &d persecuti011;
3. It is a tool af impcriaIism; 4. It is an instrument of re-
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action and capitalist exploitation; 5. It opcrates by racial
&crimhtion, separating the Jewish mwes from other
nationalities; 6. It is a hindrance to sack1 rtvolution.
these rcasofls Zonism is harmful to the immediate

of the Jews and stands in the way of the final
solution of the ~ewishproblem.
interests
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UNITED FRONT WITH ZIONISTS
QUESI~ON:
Then, there c a # ~ o tbe any gnittd front with
Zionists, cvcn wirk h b o r Zionists, can zhmc?
ANSWER:
Yes, there can and ought to be-il they agree
to fight Fascism and reaction. Communists have sharp
and fundamental disagreements with *idists, Progressives, Liberals, Churchmen. A united front does not mean
the relinquishment of basic principles. We openly say to
these elements that we will continue to advocate the
Dictatorship of rhc Proletariat through Soviet Power as
the only way to abolish capitalism and build Socialism.
We reserve for ourseIves the right to ui6cize the Zionist program. Naturally, once a United Frunt, or
People's Front is concluded the Communist criticism will
have to assume a different character, since the Zionists, by
sincerely working inside the People's Front will have
proven that they are r e d y to fight Fascism and reactionby actuaIly fighting.
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